A book, a bed, a bag: interactive homework for 10
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Abstract:

The 'There Were Ten in the Bed' book was a key tool for teaching the concept of '10' to several kindergarten children. The book, along with an overnight storybook bag and a diary notebook, was brought home by the children for a one-night visit during which their homework was to interact with other family members on a chosen activity using the bag and its contents. The activities, which ranged from reading, playing or drawing, were later reported by the children in class.
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7. Clean the floor 6. do the ironing 3. do the shopping 2. do the washing 8. do the washing-up 1. lay the table 12. make lunch 4. make the beds 10. pick up dirty clothes 5. put away your clothes 11. take out the rubbish 9. tidy your room. * Wash and wash-up are used as normal verbs. When we refer to housework activities like washing clothes or washing up plates it is more common to use do the washing or do the washing-up. 2.a 1.14)). b. 1. I've just had breakfast 2. Have you finished your homework yet? 3. The film has already started. 4. I haven't met her girlfriend yet 5. They've just got married 6. He's already gone home 7. Have you spoken to him yet? 8. I haven't read his new book yet. 4. PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING. 10 Part A: Life & Technology READING Inventions that changed the world LISTENING A student inventor SPEAKING Compliments Part A: Practice. 12 GRAMMAR Present simple, past simple VOCABULARY Technology SPEAKING Everyday inventions WRITING A formal letter. 32 34. Part B: Relationships in films. 14 Part B: Science — what is it good for? VOCABULARY Describing films. READING A text on science. 10. The sport of moving on water using a board with a sail - … Module 13. Fill in: many, much, a lot 1. How … sugar do you need?  A bag. B packet. C box.  59 How much homework _ every evening? A do you have to do B are you have to do C do you must to do D are you must to do. 60 Her ice skates are __ than mine. See more ideas about Interactive book, Interactive, Kids app. Buy The Going to Bed Book - Sandra Boynton Interactive Story: Read Apps & Games Reviews - Amazon.com. Marvel's the avengers: iron man – mark VII. Buy MARVEL'S THE AVENGERS: IRON MAN – MARK
Preschool and Kindergarten Writing Lessons This 10-part series from This Reading Mama and me took place in the spring of 2014. This series will help you understand how to teach writing to young children, from children who scribble to those who can write simple sentences. Read the series introduction here.